I agree to scale back the payment in full for the purchase of DAMAR Truckdeck in the event you are unable net the full amount of the public offering. For example, if you come 10 percent short, you will pay me 10 percent less of the agreed upon price but will pay me the balance with in a year's time.

David Martin Signature

6/7/17

Ameri Metro Signature

Date

The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential, may contain information that is privileged and/or proprietary, and is intended to be sent only to the stated recipient of the transmission. If you are not the intended recipient or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. You are also asked to notify me immediately by telephone or return email and to delete this transmission with any attachments from your entire system and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in advance for your cooperation. Sincerely, Dave Martin.
Subject: Re: DAMAR TRUCK BE LINER

Shah,

Just saw your email below.

I will send you an email tomorrow (Sunday) morning.

Dave

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 3, 2017, at 7:05 PM, SHAH MATHIAS <shah@amhxr.com> wrote:

Dave,
Thank you very much we will send you a document but the meantime if you can send me an email stating that you'll agree to terms I give you in my email so I can move the S1 forward over the weekend and beginning of the next week be very helpful thank you much. Shah

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Sat, Jun 3, 2017 at 9:02 PM, Dave Martin <dmartin7564@gmail.com> wrote:

    Yes, absolutely!

    Sent from my iPhone

    On Jun 3, 2017, at 6:23 PM, SHAH MATHIAS <shah@amhxr.com> wrote:

        Hi Dave,
        DAMAR TRUCK BE LINER As we are working to get the s1 completed with SEC. I was asked if you be kind to agree with me for scaling back the payment in full in the even we are unable net the full amount of the offering for example we come 10 percent short we will pay you 10% less of the agree price but will pay you balance with in year time. shah

Shah Mathias
Founder /Merger and Acquisitions /Business Development
www.ameri-metro.com
Pennaed Land Co.
(717)434-0668
FAX (717) 326 1118
shahmathias@yahoo.com
shah@penndellandco.com
shah@amhsr.com
HSR LOGISTICS
Smart shipping is Smart business

Important Notice to Recipients:

DISCLAIMER: Sender is NOT a United States Securities Dealer or Broker or U.S. Investment Adviser. Sender makes no warranties or representations as to the Buyer, Seller or Transaction. Both parties declare that this e-mail is not intended for the buying, selling or trading of securities, or the offering of counsel or advice with respect to such activities. All due diligence is the responsibility of the the Recipient.

when and where applicable This E-mail and the attached related documents are never to be considered a solicitation for any purpose in any form or content. Upon receipt of these documents, the Recipient hereby acknowledges this Disclaimer. Insider Trading. The United States securities laws prohibit any person who has material, non-public information concerning the matters which may be discussed, presented or attached with this email from purchasing or selling securities of AMERI METRO, Inc. (and options, warrants and rights relating thereto) or from communicating such information to any other person under circumstances in which it is reasonably foreseeable that such person (including, without limitation any of Recipient’s Representatives) is likely to purchase or sell such securities. You acknowledge that the contents and attachments of this email is Confidential Information which may include such material non-public information, that you, the Recipient, has compliance procedures regarding the use of material non-public information, and agree that you will handle such material as non-public information only in accordance with applicable law.